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Abstract. We study the design of adaptively secure blind signatures
in the universal composability (UC) setting. First, we introduce a new
property for blind signature schemes that is suitable for arguing security
against adaptive adversaries: an equivocal blind signature is a blind signature where there exists a simulator that has the power of making signing
transcripts correspond to any message signature pair. Second, we present
a general construction methodology for building adaptively secure blind
signatures: the starting point is a 2-move “equivocal lite blind signature”, a lightweight 2-party signature protocol that we formalize and
implement both generically as well as concretely; formalizing a primitive
as “lite” means that the adversary is required to show all private tapes of
adversarially controlled parties; this enables us to conveniently separate
zero-knowledge (ZK) related security requirements from the remaining
security properties in the blind signature design methodology. Next, we
focus on the suitable ZK protocols for blind signatures. We formalize two
special ZK ideal functionalities, single-verifier-ZK (SVZK) and singleprover-ZK (SPZK), both special cases of multi-session ZK that may be
of independent interest, and we investigate the requirements for realizing them in a commit-and-prove fashion as building blocks for adaptively
secure UC blind signatures. Regarding SPZK we find the rather surprising result that realizing it only against static adversaries is sufficient to
obtain adaptive security for UC blind signatures.
We instantiate all the building blocks of our design methodology both
generically based on the blind signature construction of Fischlin as well as
concretely based on the 2SDH assumption of Okamoto, thus demonstrating the feasibility and practicality of our approach. The latter construction yields the first practical UC blind signature that is secure against
adaptive adversaries. We also present a new more general modeling of
the ideal blind signature functionality.

1

Introduction

A blind signature is a cryptographic primitive that was proposed by
Chaum [12]; it is a digital signature scheme where the signing algorithm is
?
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split into a two-party protocol between a user (or client) and a signer (or
server). The signing protocol’s functionality is that the user can obtain a
signature on a message that she selects in a blind fashion, i.e., without the
signer being able to extract some useful information about the message
from the protocol interaction. At the same time the existential unforgeability property of digital signatures should hold, i.e., after the successful
termination of a number of n corrupted user instantiations, an adversary
should be incapable of generating signatures for (n+1) distinct messages.
A blind signature is a very useful privacy primitive that has many
applications in the design of electronic-cash schemes, the design of electronic voting schemes as well as in the design of anonymous credential
systems. Since the initial introduction of the primitive, a number of constructions have been proposed [13, 32, 30, 35, 23, 36, 34, 37, 3, 1, 2, 5–7, 24,
31, 17, 21, 8]. The first formal treatment of the primitive in a stand-alone
model and assuming random oracles (RO) was given by Pointcheval and
Stern in [35].
Blind signatures is in fact one of the few complex cryptographic primitives (beyond digital signatures, public-key encryption, and key-exchange)
that have been implemented in real world Internet settings (e.g., in the
Votopia [27] voting system) and thus the investigation of more realistic
attack models for blind signatures is of pressing importance. Juels, Luby
and Ostrovsky [23] presented a formal treatment of blind signatures that
included the possibility for an adversary to launch attacks that use arbitrary concurrent interleaving of either user or signer protocols. Still, the
design of schemes that satisfied such stronger modeling proved somewhat
elusive. In fact, Lindell [28] showed that unbounded concurrent security
for blind signatures is impossible under a simulation-based security definition without any setup assumption; more recently in [21], the generic
feasibility of blind signatures without setup assumptions was shown but
using a game-based security formulation.
With respect to practical provably secure schemes, assuming random
oracles or some setup assumption, various efficient constructions were
proposed: for example, [5, 6] presented efficient two-move constructions
in the RO model, while [24, 31] presented efficient constant-round constructions without random oracles employing a common reference string
(CRS) model (i.e., when a trusted setup function initializes all parties’ inputs) that withstand concurrent attacks. While achieving security under
concurrent attacks is an important property for the design of useful blind
signatures, a blind signature scheme may still be insecure for a certain
deployment. Game-based security definitions [35, 23, 7, 24, 31, 21, 8] cap-

ture properties that are intuitively desirable. Nevertheless, the successive
amendments of definitions in the literature and the differences between
the various models exemplify the following: on the one hand capturing all
desirable properties of a complex cryptographic primitive such as a blind
signature is a difficult task, while on the other, even if such properties are
attained, a “provably secure” blind signature may still be insecure if deployed within a larger system. For this reason, it is important to consider
the realization of blind signatures under a general simulation-based security formulation such as the one provided in the Universal Composability
(UC) framework of Canetti [9] that enables us to formulate cryptographic
primitives so that they remain secure under arbitrary deployments and
interleavings of protocol instantiations.
In the UC setting, against static adversaries, it was shown how to
construct blind signatures in the CRS model [17] with two moves of interaction. Though the construction in [17] is round-optimal, it is unknown
whether it can admit concrete practical instantiations. In addition, security is argued only against static adversaries; and while it should be
feasible to extend the construction of [17] in the adaptive setting this
can only exacerbate the difficulty of concretely realizing the basic design.
Note that using the secure two party computation compiler of [11] one
can derive adaptively secure blind signatures but this approach is also
generic and does not suggest any concrete design.
1.1

Our Results

In this work we study the design of blind signatures in the UC framework
against adaptive adversaries. Our approach is “practice-oriented” in the
sense of minimizing communication complexity as well as entailing the
following points: (i) a constant number of rounds, (ii) a choice of session
scope that is consistent with how a blind signature would be implemented
in practice, in particular a multitude of clients and one signer should
be supported within a single session, (iii) a trusted setup string that
is of constant length in the number of parties within a session, (iv) the
avoidance, if possible, of cryptographic primitives that are “per-bit”, such
as bit-commitment, where one has to spend a communication length of
Ω(l) where l is a security parameter per bit of private input. Our results
are as follows:
Equivocal blind signatures. We introduce a new property for blind signatures, called equivocality that is suitable for arguing security against
adaptive adversaries. In an equivocal blind signature there exists a simulator that has the power to construct the internal state of a client including

all random tapes so that any simulated communication transcript can be
mapped to any given valid message-signature pair. This capability should
hold true even after a signature corresponding to the simulated transcript has been released to the adversary. Equivocality can be seen as a
strengthening of the notion of blindness as typically defined in game-based
security formulations of blind signatures: in an equivocal blind signature,
signing transcripts can be simulated in an independent fashion to the
message-signature pair they correspond to.
General methodology for building UC blind signatures. We present
a general methodology for designing adaptively secure UC blind signatures. Our starting point is the notion of an equivocal lite blind signature:
The idea behind “lite” blind signatures is that security properties should
hold under the condition that the adversary deposits the private tapes of
the parties he controls. This “open-all-private-tapes” approach simplifies
the blind signature definitions substantially and allows one to separate
security properties that relate to zero-knowledge compared to other necessary properties for blind signatures. Note that this is not an honest-butcurious type of adversarial formulation as the adversary is not required to
be honestly simulating corrupted parties; in particular, the adversary may
deviate from honest protocol specification (e.g., bias the random tapes)
as long as he can present private tapes that match the communication
transcripts.
We then demonstrate two instantiations of an equivocal lite blind
signature, one that is based on generic cryptographic primitives that is
inspired by the blind signature construction of [17] and one based on the
design and the 2SDH assumption of [31].
Study of the ZK requirements for UC blind signatures. Having demonstrated equivocal lite blind-signatures as a feasible starting
building block, we then focus on the formulation of the appropriate ZKfunctionalities that are required for building blind signatures in the adaptive adversary setting. Interestingly, the user and the signer have different ZK “needs” in a blind signature. In particular the corresponding
ZK-functionalities turn out to be simplifications of the standard multisession ZK functionality FMZK that restrict the multi-sessions to occur
either from many provers to a single verifier (we call this FSVZK ) or from a
single prover to many verifiers (we call this FSPZK ). Note that this stems
from our blind signature session scope that involves a multitude of users
interacting with a single signer: this is consistent with the notion that a
blind-signature signer is a server within a larger system and is expected

that the number of such servers would be very small compared to a much
larger population of users and verifiers.
First, regarding FSVZK , the ZK protocol that users need to execute as
provers, we show that it can be realized in a commit-and-prove fashion
using a commitment scheme that, as it is restricted to the single-verifier
setting, it does not require built-in non-malleability (while such property would be essential for general multi-session UC commitments). We
thus proceed to realize FSVZK using mixed commitments [16, 29] with
only a constant length common reference string (as opposed to linear in
the number of parties that is required in the multi-session setting). Second, regarding FSPZK , the ZK protocol the signer needs to execute as
a prover, we find the rather surprising result that it needs only be realized against static adversaries for the resulting blind signature scheme to
satisfy adaptive security. This enables a much more efficient realization
design for FSPZK as we can implement it using merely an extractable commitment and a Sigma protocol (alternatively, using an Ω-protocol [18]).
The intuition behind this result is that in a blind signature the signer
is not interested in hiding his input in the same way that the user is:
this can be seen by the fact that the verification-key itself leaks a lot of
information about the signing-key to the adversary/environment, thus,
using a full-fledged zero-knowledge instantiation is an overkill from the
signer’s point of view; this phenomenon was studied in the context of
zero-knowledge in [26]. We note that our FSPZK functionality can be seen
as a special instance of client-server computation as considered in [38]
(where the relaxed non-malleability requirement of such protocols was
also noted); interestingly FSVZK falls outside that framework (despite its
client-server nature).
r

Notations: a ← RND denotes randomly selecting a in its domain; negl()
denotes negligible function; poly() denotes polynomial function.
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2.1

Equivocal Lite Blind Signatures
Building Block: Equivocal Lite Blind Signatures

A signature generation protocol is a tuple hCRSgen, gen, lbs1 , lbs2 , lbs3 ,
verifyi where CRSgen is a common reference string generation algorithm, gen is a key-pair generation algorithm, lbsi , i = 1, 2, 3, comprise
a two-move signature generation protocol between the user U and the
signer S as described in Figure 1 and verify is a signature verification
algorithm. A lite blind signature is a signature generation protocol that

satisfies completeness (see definition 1) as well as two security properties, lite-unforgeability and lite-blindness, defined below (consistency is
another property [10] for signatures that will be trivially satisfied in our
design and thus we omit it in this version).
U

S

CRS = hcrsi
VerificationKey = hvki
Plaintext = hmi
r
ρ1 ← RND
u ← lbs1 (crs, vk, m; ρ1 )

CRS = hcrsi
VerificationKey = hvki
SigningKey = hski
u

r

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ρ2 ← RND
s ← lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 )
s

r

ρ3 ← RND

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

σ ← lbs3 (crs, vk, m, ρ1 , u, s; ρ3 )

Fig. 1. Outline of a two-move signature generation protocol.

Definition 1 (Completeness). A signature generation protocol as in
Figure 1 is complete if for all (crs, τ ) ← CRSgen(1λ ), for all (vk, sk) ←
r
gen(crs), for all ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 ← RND, whenever u ← lbs1 (crs, vk, m; ρ1 ),
s ← lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ), and σ ← lbs3 (crs, vk, m, ρ1 , u, s; ρ3 ), then
verify(crs, vk, m, σ) = 1.
Lite-unforgeability that we define below suggests informally that if we
“collapse” the lbs1 , lbs2 procedures into a single algorithm this will result
to a procedure that combined with lbs3 will be equivalent to the signing
algorithm of an unforgeable digital signature sign in the sense of [19].
We note that lite-unforgeability is much weaker compared to regular unforgeability of blind signatures (as defined e.g., in [31, 21]) since it requires
from the adversary to open the internal tapes of each user instance (as
opposed to hiding such internals in the usual unforgeability definition for
blind signatures); note that this is not an honest-but-curious modeling as
the adversary is not restricted to flip coins honestly.
Definition 2 (Lite-unforgeability). A signature generation protocol
as in Figure 1 is lite-unforgeable if for all PPT A = (A1 , A2 ) and for
def

A,L
any L = poly(λ), we have AdvA,L
luf (λ) ≤ negl(λ), where Advluf (λ) =
LUF
LUF
Pr[ExpA,L (λ) = 1] and the experiment ExpA,L (λ) is defined below:

Experiment ExpLUF
A,L (λ)
(crs, τ ) ← CRSgen(1λ ); (vk, sk) ← gen(crs); state := ∅; k := 0;
while k < L
(mk , ρ1,k , state) ← A1 (state, crs, vk);
r
sk ← lbs2 (crs, vk, lbs1 (crs, vk, mk ; ρ1,k ), sk; ρ2,k ); ρ2,k ← RND;
state ← state||sk ; k ← k + 1;
(m1 , σ1 , . . . , m` , σ` ) ← A2 (state);
if ` > L, and verify(crs, vk, mi , σi ) = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `,
and mi 6= mj for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ `
then return 1 else return 0.

Similarly we can formulate blindness (as defined, e.g. in [8]) in the
“lite” setting by requiring the adversary to open the private tape of the
signer for each user interaction. Given that blindness is subsumed by our
equivocality property (defined below), we will not explore this direction
further here (the reader may refer to the full version [25] for more details).
For simplicity we define equivocality only for two-move protocols following
the skeleton of Figure 1. Informally an equivocal blind signature scheme
is accompanied by a simulator procedure I which can produce signature
generation transcripts without using the user input m and furthermore
it can “explain” the transcripts to any adversarially selected m even after the signature σ for m has been generated. The property of equivocal
blind signatures parallels the property of equivocal commitments [4] or
zero-knowledge with state reconstruction, cf. [20]. We define the property formally below (cf. Figure 2). In the definition, we use the relation
KeyPair defined as (vk, sk) ∈ KeyPair if and only if (vk, sk) ← gen(crs)
(omitting crs to avoid cluttering the notation). Note that we require
(vk, sk), (vk, sk 0 ) ∈ KeyPair to imply sk = sk 0 (otherwise a blind signature may be susceptible to an attack due to [22]).
Definition 3 (Equivocality). We say that a signature generation protocol is equivocal if there exists an interactive machine I = (I1 , I2 ), such
that for all PPT A, we have AdvA
eq (λ) ≤ negl(λ),
def

AdvA
eq (λ) =

Pr[(crs, τ ) ← CRSgen(1λ ) : AUsers(crs,·) (crs) = 1]
,
− Pr[(crs, τ ) ← CRSgen(1λ ) : AI(crs,τ,·) (crs) = 1]

where oracle Users(crs, ·) operates as:
r
- Upon receiving message (i, m, vk) from A, select ρ1 ← RND
and compute u ← lbs1 (crs, vk, m; ρ1 ), record hi, m, vk, u, ρ1 i into
historyi , and return message (i, u) to A.

- Upon receiving message (i, s, ρ2 , sk) from A, if there exists a
record hi, m, vk, u, ρ1 i in historyi and both (vk, sk) ∈ KeyPair and
r
s = lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) hold, then select ρ3 ← RND, compute
σ ← lbs3 (crs, vk, m, ρ1 , u, s; ρ3 ), update hi, m, vk, u, ρ1 i in historyi
into hi, m, vk, u, σ, ρ1 , ρ3 i, and return to A the pair (i, σ); otherwise
return to A the pair (i, ⊥).
- Upon receiving message (i, open), return to A the pair (i, historyi ).
and oracle I(crs, τ, ·) operates as:
- Upon receiving message (i, m, vk) from A, run (u, aux) ←
I1 (crs, τ, vk), record hi, m, vk, u, auxi into temp, and return message (i, u) to A.
- Upon receiving message (i, s, ρ2 , sk) from A, if there exists a
record hi, m, vk, u, auxi in temp and both (vk, sk) ∈ KeyPair
r
and s = lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) hold, then select γ ← RND,
compute σ ← sign(crs, vk, sk, m, γ) (where sign is the “collapse” of lbsi for i = 1, 2, 3), update hi, m, vk, ui in temp into
hi, m, vk, u, aux; s, sk, ρ2 ; σ, γi, and return the pair (i, σ) to A; otherwise return to A the pair (i, ⊥).
- Upon receiving message (i, open), if there exists a record
hi, m, vk, u, auxi in temp then run ρ1 ← I2 (i, temp), record
hi, m, vk, u, ρ1 i into historyi , and return to A the pair (i, historyi );
if there exists a record hi, m, vk, u, aux; s, sk, ρ2 ; σ, γi in temp,
then run (ρ1 , ρ3 ) ← I2 (i, temp), record hi, m, vk, u, σ, ρ1 , ρ3 i into
historyi , and return message (i, historyi ) to A.
We call a signature generation protocol that satisfies completeness,
lite-unforgeability as well as the equivocality property an equivocal lite
blind signature scheme.
2.2

Constructions

In this subsection, we present two equivocal lite-blind signature constructions. The first construction is generic and is based on the blind signature
design of [17] whereas the second is a concrete construction that is based
on [31]. In the full version of this work [25] we present additional constructions.
Generic equivocal lite blind signature. Our first construction is
based on [17]; the main difference here is that we need the equivocality property (the original design employed two encryption steps for the
user that are non-equivocal); in our setting, it is sufficient to have just

Fig. 2. The two worlds an equivocality adversary is asked to distinguish in Definition 3.
In the left-hand the adversary is interacting with a set of users whereas in the righthand side the users are interacting with an honest signer instantiation whereas the
adversary is interacting with the simulator I.

one equivocal commitment (that is not extractable) in the first stage
and then employ an extractable commitment in the second (that is not
equivocal). Refer to the signature generation protocol in Figure 3: the
CRSgen algorithm produces crs = hpkeqc , pkexc , crs nizk i; EQC is a commitment scheme with committing key pkeqc and EQCcom is its committing algorithm; EXC is a commitment scheme with committing key pkexc
and EXCcom is its committing algorithm; NIZK is an NIZK argument
scheme with CRS crs nizk where NIZKprove is the proof generation algorithm and NIZKverify is the proof verification algorithm. The gen
algorithm produces a key-pair hvk, ski for a signature scheme SIG where
SIGsign is the signature generation algorithm and SIGverify is the
def
corresponding verification algorithm. The language LR = {x|(x, w) ∈
def

R} where R = {(crs, vk, E, m), (u, s, ρ1 , ρ3 ) | u = EQCcom(pkeqc , m; ρ1 ) ∧
SIGverify(vk, u, s) = 1 ∧ E = EXCcom(pkexc , u, s; ρ3 )}. The verify algorithm given a message m and signature σ operates as follows: parse σ
into E and $, and check that NIZKverify((crs, vk, E, m), $) =? 1.
Theorem 1. The two-move signature generation protocol in Figure 3 is
an equivocal lite blind signature as follows: it satisfies lite-unforgeability
provided that (i) SIG is EU-CMA secure, (ii) EQC is binding, (iii) EXC is
extractable, and (iv) NIZK satisfies soundness; and it satisfies equivocality
provided that (i) EQC is equivocal, (ii) EXC is hiding, and (iii) NIZK is
non-erasure zero-knowledge.
Concrete equivocal lite blind signature. In Figure 4 we present a lite
blind signature hCRSgen, gen, lbs1 , lbs2 , lbs3 , verifyi that uses the 2SDH

crs = hpkeqc , pkexc , crs nizk i
U

S

VerificationKey = hvki
Plaintext = hmi
r
ρ1 ← RND; u ← EQCcom(pkeqc , m; ρ1 )

VerificationKey = hvki
SigningKey = hski
u

r

−−−→ ρ2 ← RND
SIGverify(vk, u, s) =? 1

s

←−−− s ← SIGsign(vk, sk, u; ρ2 )

r

ρ3 , ρ4 ← RND; E ← EXCcom(pkexc , u, s; ρ3 )
$ ← NIZKprove((crs, vk, E, m), (u, s, ρ1 , ρ3 ); ρ4
: u = EQCcom(pkeqc , m; ρ1 )
∧ SIGverify(vk, u, s) = 1
∧ E = EXCcom(pkexc , u, s; ρ3 ))
σ ← E||$
verify(crs, vk, m, σ) =? 1
output (m; σ)
Fig. 3. A generic signature generation protocol.

assumption and is based on Okamoto’s blind signature scheme [31]; the
main contribution here is Theorem 2 that shows that the design is in
fact equivocal (instead of merely blind as shown in [31]). In this scheme
the CRSgen algorithm produces crs = hp, g1 , g2 , G1 , G2 , GT , ê, ψ, u2 , v2 i,
where ê : G1 × G2 → GT is a bilinear map, G1 , G2 are groups of order
p, the gen algorithm produces a key-pair vk = hXi, sk = hxi such that
X = g2x , and the verify algorithm given a message m and signature
σ = hς, α, β, V1 , V2 i, responds as follows: check that m, β ∈ Zp , ς, V1 ∈
G1 , α, V2 ∈ G2 , ς 6= 1, α 6= 1 and ê(ς, α) = ê(g1 , g2m u2 v2β ), ê(V1 , α) =
ê(ψ(X), X) · ê(g1 , V2 ).
Theorem 2. The two-move protocol of Figure 4 is an equivocal lite blind
signature as follows: it satisfies lite-unforgeability under the 2SDH assumption; and it satisfies equivocality unconditionally.

3

Designing Adaptively Secure UC Blind Signatures

In this section we present our design methodology for constructing UCblind signatures secure against adaptive adversaries, i.e., the protocol
obtained by our method can UC-realize the blind signature functionality
FBSIG (defined in Figure 5). A previous formalization of the blind signature primitive in the UC setting was given by [17]. In the full version, we

crs = hp, g1 , g2 , G1 , G2 , GT , ê, ψ, u2 , v2 i
U

S

g2x i

vk = hX = g2x i
sk = hxi

vk = hX =
msg = hmi, m ∈ Zp
r

t, s ← Zp ; W ← g1mt ut1 v1st

W

−−−−−−−−−−−→
r

r, l ← Zp s.t. x + r 6= 0
r

f, h ← Zp ; ς ← Y

1
ft

mod p

Y,l,r

1

←−−−−−−−−−−− Y ← (W v1l ) x+r

α ← X f g2f r ; β ← s + tl mod p
1
V1 ← ψ(X) f g1h ; V2 ← X f h+r g2f rh
σ ← hς, α, β, V1 , V2 i
verify(crs, vk, m, σ) =? 1
output (m; σ)
Fig. 4. Signature generation protocol based on Okamoto digital signature [31].

include in the ideal functionality an explicit description of how corruptions are handled, and we justify our definition. Note that our FBSIG does
not require strong unforgeability from the underlying signing mechanism;
this makes the presentation more general as strong unforgeability is not
necessary for many applications of the blind signature primitive. Further,
protocols realizing the functionality of [17] require a single “global trapdoor” that enables the functionality to produce a signature for a given
message that will be valid for any given public-key; while this can be
handy in the security proof, it is not a mandatory requirement for a UCblind signature (which may allow for a different trapdoor to be used by
the functionality in each signature generation); we reflect this in our ideal
functionality by allowing the adversary in the corrupted signer setting to
“patch” the ideal functionality with a different signing key for each user.
In a blind signature session we allow for a single signer (whose identity
is hard-coded into the session identifier sid) and a multitude of users.
Our signer is active throughout the session and, after key-generation, is
responsive to any user communicating with it via the network without
waiting authorization by the environment.
Our design for UC-realizing FBSIG is modular and delineates the components required for designing UC blind signatures in the adaptive security setting. We present our methodology in two steps. First, we employ
an equivocal lite blind signature scheme and we operate in a hybrid world
RU
RS
where the following ideal functionalities exist: FCRS , FSVZK
, FSPZK
. Here

Functionality FBSIG
Key generation: Upon receiving (KeyGen, sid ) from party S, verify that sid =
(S, sid 0 ) for some sid 0 . If not, ignore the input. Else, forward (KeyGen, sid )
to the adversary S.
Upon receiving (Algorithms, sid , sig, ver) from the adversary S, record
h♠, sig, veri in history(S), and output (VerificationAlg, sid , ver) to party
S, where sig is a signing algorithm, and ver is a verification algorithm.
Signature generation: Upon receiving (Sign, sid , m, ver0 ) from party U 6=
S, where sid = (S, sid 0 ), record hm, ver0 i in history(U ), and send
(Sign, sid , U, ver0 ) to the adversary S.
Upon receiving (SignStatus, sid , U, SignerComplete) from the adversary S,
where U is a user that has requested a signature, output (SignStatus, sid ,
U, complete) to party S, and record hU, completei in history(S).
Upon receiving (SignStatus, sid , U, SignerError) from the adversary S,
where U is a user that has requested a signature, output (SignStatus,
sid , U, incomplete) to party S, and record hU, ⊥i in history(S).
Upon receiving (Signature, sid , U, UserComplete) from the adversary S,
where U is a user that has requested a signature,
– if S is not corrupted and hU, completei is not recorded in history(S), then
halt.
– if S is not corrupted and hU, completei has been recorded in history(S)
that also contains h♠, sig, veri, then compute σ ← sig(m, rnd ) flipping the
required random coins rnd , and do the following: if ver0 (m, σ) 6= 1, then
halt; else if ver0 (m, σ) = 1 but ver(m, σ) 6= 1, output (Signature, sid , σ)
to party U , and update history(U ) into hm, σ, rnd i; else if ver0 (m, σ) =
ver(m, σ) = 1, output (Signature, sid , σ) to party U , and update
history(U ) into hm, σ, rnd , donei.
– else if S is corrupted, then compute σ ← sig0 (m, rnd ) flipping the required random coins rnd , where sig0 is an algorithm that the adversary
S has provided specifically for U (subject to the restriction that any sig0
corresponds to a single ver0 ), and do the following: if ver0 (m, σ) = 1, output (Signature, sid , σ) to party U , update history(U ) into hm, σ, rnd i;
else if ver0 (m, σ) 6= 1, halt.
Upon receiving (Signature, sid , U, UserError) from the adversary S, where U
is a user that has requested a signature, output (Signature, sid , ⊥) to party
U and update history(U ) into hmi.
Signature verification: Upon receiving (Verify, sid , m, σ, ver0 ) from party V ,
where sid = (S, sid 0 ), do: if, (i) the signer S is not corrupted, (ii) history(S)
contains h♠, sig, veri, (iii) ver0 = ver, (iv) ver(m, σ) = 1, and (v) there is no
U such that m is recorded with done in history(U ), then halt. Else, output
(Verified, sid , ver0 (m, σ)) to party V .

Fig. 5. Blind signature functionality FBSIG . Each session contains a signer and unlimited number of users. Each user U obtains at most one signature.

FCRS will be an appropriate common reference string functionality; on the
RU
RS
other hand, FSVZK
, FSPZK
will be two different zero-knowledge functionalities that are variations of the standard multi-session ZK functionality.
This reflects the fact that the ZK “needs” of the user and the signer
RU
are different in a blind signature. (1) FSVZK
is the “single-verifier zeroknowledge functionality for the relation RU ” where the user will be the
RS
prover and, (2) FSPZK
is the “single-prover zero-knowledge functionality
for the relation RS ” where the signer will be the prover. They differ from
the multi-session ZK ideal functionality FMZK (e.g., see F̂ZK in figure 7,
page 49, in [11]) in the following manner: FSVZK assumes that there is
only a single verifier that many provers wish to prove to it a certain type
of statements; on the other hand, FSPZK assumes that only a single prover
exists that wishes to convince many verifiers regarding a certain type of
statement. Our setting is different from previous UC-formulations of ZK
where multiple provers wish to convince multiple verifiers at the same
time; while we could use such stronger primitives in our design, recall
that we are interested in the simplest possible primitives that can instantiate our methodology as these highlight minimum sufficient requirements
for blind signature design in the UC setting.
3.1

Construction in the (FCRS , FSVZK , FSPZK )-Hybrid World

In this section we describe our blind signature construction in the hybrid world. In Figure 6, we describe a UC blind signature protocol in
RS
RU
)-hybrid world that is based on an equivocal lite
, FSPZK
the (FCRS , FSVZK
blind signature protocol. The relations parameterized with the ZK functionalities are RU = {((crs, vk, u), (m, ρ1 )) | u = lbs1 (crs, vk, m; ρ1 )} and
RS = {((crs, vk, u, s), (sk, ρ2 )) | s = lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) ∧ (vk, sk) ∈
KeyPair}. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Given a signature generation protocol that is an equivocal
lite blind signature, the protocol πΣ(BSIG) in Figure 6 securely realizes
RU
RS
FBSIG in the (FCRS , FSVZK
, FSPZK
)-hybrid model.

3.2

Realizing FSVZK and FSPZK

In this subsection we focus on the requirements for the UC-realization
of the two ZK functionalities FSVZK and FSPZK . We note that they can
be instantiated generically based on non-interactive zero-knowledge as in
[11] or [20]. Nevertheless, by focusing on the exact requirements needed

RU
RS
Protocol πΣ(BSIG) in the (FCRS , FSVZK
, FSPZK
)-Hybrid Model

CRS generation: crs ← CRSgen(1λ ) where λ is the security parameter.
Key generation: When party S is invoked with input (KeyGen, sid ) by Z,
it verifies that sid = (S, sid 0 ) for some sid 0 ; If not, it ignores the input;
def

Otherwise, it runs (vk, sk) ← gen(crs), lets the verification algorithm ver =
verify(crs, vk, ·, ·), and sends output (VerificationAlg, sid , ver) to Z.
Signature generation: On input (Sign, sid , m, ver0 ) by Z where sid = (S, sid 0 ),
party U obtains vk0 by parsing ver0 , selects random ρ1 , computes u ←
lbs1 (crs, vk0 , m; ρ1 ) and sends (ProveSVZK, sid , U, (crs, vk0 , u), (m, ρ1 )) to
RU
FSVZK
.
RU
Upon receiving (VerifiedSVZK, sid , U, (crs 0 , vk0 , u)) from FSVZK
, party
0
0
S verifies crs
=
crs and vk
=
vk. If not, then party
S outputs (SignStatus, sid , U, incomplete) to Z. Else party S selects random ρ2 and computes s
←
lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) and
RS
sends (ProveSPZK, sid , U, (crs, vk, u, s), (sk, ρ2 )) to FSPZK
, and outputs
(SignStatus, sid , U, complete) to Z.
RU
Upon receiving (VerifiedSVZK, sid , U, ⊥) from FSVZK
, party S outputs
(SignStatus, sid , U, incomplete) to Z.
RS
Upon receiving (VerifiedSPZK, sid , U, (crs 0 , vk00 , u0 , s)) from FSPZK
, party
0
00
0
0
U verifies that crs = crs and vk = vk and u = u. If not, then party
U outputs (Signature, sid , ⊥) to Z. Else, party U selects random ρ3 and
computes σ ← lbs3 (crs, vk0 , m, ρ1 , u, s; ρ3 ), and outputs (Signature, sid , σ)
to Z.
RS
Upon receiving (VerifiedSPZK, sid , U, ⊥) from FSPZK
, party U outputs
(Signature, sid , ⊥) to Z.
Signature verification: When
party
V
is
invoked
with
input
(Verify, sid , m, σ, ver0 ) by Z where sid
= (S, sid 0 ), it outputs
(Verified, sid , ver0 (m, σ)) to Z.

RU
RS
Fig. 6. Blind signature protocol πΣ(BSIG) in the (FCRS , FSVZK
, FSPZK
)-hybrid
model based on a lite-blind signature scheme hCRSgen, gen, lbs1 , lbs2 , lbs3 , verifyi.
RU
RS
Here functionalities FSVZK
and FSPZK
are parameterized with relations RU =
{((crs, vk, u), (m, ρ1 )) | u = lbs1 (crs, m; ρ1 )} and RS = {((crs, vk, u, s), (sk, ρ2 ))
| s = lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) ∧ (vk, sk) ∈ KeyPair}, respectively.

for the blind signature setting we manage to get more simplified concrete
constructions; note that we will opt for minimizing the overall communication length as opposed to round complexity.
RU
RU
Realizing FSVZK
. The functionality FSVZK
will be realized against adaptive adversaries. We proceed as follows: first given (x, w) ∈ RU , we will
have the prover commit the witness w into a value C; in order to obtain
an efficient construction, we employ the mixed commitment primitive of
[16, 29]; a critical observation in our setting is that due to the fact that
we have a single verifier (the signer) it is possible to maintain a constant
size common reference string (independent in the number of committers).
In contrast we note that in [16, 29] it was necessary to rely on a linear
length common reference string in the number of protocol participants;
this was to suppress man-in-the-middle attacks that could be launched
within their session scope (while such attacks are not possible within our
session scope). Our construction also employs a non-erasure Sigma protocol based on which we show the consistency of the witness between the
commitment C and the statement x by performing a proof of language
membership; finally to defend against a dishonest verifier, our Sigma protocol will have to be strengthened so that it can be simulated without
knowing the witness; this e.g., can be based on Damgård’s trick [14].
Based on the above we obtain an efficient number-theoretic instantiation of the functionality that is secure under the Decisional Composite Residuosity assumption of Paillier [33]. The underlying mixedcommitment is based on Damgård-Jurik encryption [15]; it could be also
based on other encryption schemes as well.
RS
RS
we find that, rather surprisingly,
. Regarding FSPZK
Realizing FSPZK
our task for attaining an adaptive secure UC blind signature is simpler
since security against a static adversary suffices. The reason is that in the
UC blind signature security proof, the simulator knows the signing secret
RS
which means the witness for FSPZK
is known by the simulator, and thus no
equivocation of dishonestly simulated transcripts is ever necessary! This
behavior was explored by the authors in the context of zero-knowledge
in [26]; in the framework of that paper, we can say a blind signature
RS
protocol falls into the class of protocols where a leaking version of FSPZK
RS
is sufficient for security and thus FSPZK
need be realized only against
static adversaries.
RU
Similarly to the realization of FSVZK
, for (x, w) ∈ RS , we have the
prover commit to the witness w into the value C, but here we only need
employ an extractable commitment considering we only need to realize
RS
FSPZK
against static adversaries; then we develop a Sigma protocol to

show the consistency between the commitment C and the statement x by
performing a proof of language membership; the first two steps together
can be viewed as an Ω-protocol in [18]; further we need to wrap up such
Ω-protocol by applying e.g., Damgård’s trick to defend against dishonest
verifiers.
3.3

Concrete Construction

In this section, we demonstrate how it is possible to derive an efficient
UC blind signature instantiation based on Theorem 3 and the realization of its hybrid world with the related ZK-functionalities. Note that
we opt for minimizing the overall communication complexity as opposed
to round complexity. We need three ingredients: (1) an equivocal lite
blind signature scheme, (2) a UC-realization of the ideal functionality
RU
RS
FSVZK
, (3) a UC-realization of the ideal functionality FSPZK
. Regarding
(1) we will employ the equivocal lite blind signature scheme of Figure 4.
Regarding the two ZK functionalities we will follow the design strategy outlined in the previous subsection. Recall that in Figure 6, RU =
{((crs, vk, u), (m, ρ1 )) | u = lbs1 (crs, m; ρ1 )} and RS = {((crs, vk, u, s),
(sk, ρ2 )) | s = lbs2 (crs, vk, u, sk; ρ2 ) ∧ (vk, sk) ∈ KeyPair}. Instantiating these relations for the protocol of Figure 4 we have that RU =
{((crs, X, W ), (m, t, s)) | W = g1mt ut1 v1st } and RS = {((crs, X, W, Y, l, r), x)
1
| Y = (W v1l ) x+r ∧ X = g2x }. Please refer to the full version for all the details [25] as well as the full description of the blind signature protocol.
Finally, we can obtain the corollary below:
Corollary 1. Under the DCR assumption, the DLOG assumption, and
the 2SDH assumption, and assuming existence of collision resistant hash
function, there exists a blind signature protocol that securely realizes FBSIG
in the FCRS -hybrid model.
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